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1. Introduction
Philippines-China relations under President Rodrigo Duterte’s administration continue to take
center stage in Philippine public discourse. Since 2016, the Philippine government has undertaken efforts to improve relations with China for a variety of reasons. Recent developments indicate
that the bilateral relationship is motivated by geopolitical circumstances and domestic dynamics.
The ascent of China as a major player in Southeast Asia is an important geopolitical variable in
the Philippines’ foreign policy matrix. This means that Manila’s foreign policy towards its longtime traditional ally and prime security guarantor, the United States, is undergoing some shifts.
This has been exacerbated by the onset of the US-China strategic rivalry in the region that began in 2018 under the Trump administration. The shift in Philippines-US security ties has seen
some dramatic overtures in recent years, which nascently began under the Duterte administration. For President Duterte, the calibrated alienation of a traditional ally subsequently meant the
invitation of the rising power and the many boons that come with it.1
There are likewise domestic motivations for pursuing warmer ties with Beijing. The PhilippinesChina bilateral relationship under Duterte and Xi Jinping facilitated the introduction of groundbreaking projects as part of the Belt and Road Initiative. In 2017, a number of government-togovernment agreements, exchanges of letters, and memoranda of understandings (MoUs) in infrastructure, cultural and educational exchanges, and finance, among others, were signed during
Chinese Premier Li Keqiang’s visit to the Philippines.2 The Philippines secured around US$24
billion in investment and loan commitments from China. This, in part, has helped support the
Duterte administration’s ambitious infrastructure project, the “Build! Build! Build!” (BBB) program. By mid-2020, more than ten infrastructure projects in the BBB program were covered by
Chinese official development assistance, according to the National Economic and Development
Authority.3 As the bilateral relationship with China improved under the Duterte administration, state and official visits of the countries’ leaders have also led to government-to-government
cooperation on the socio-economic front.4 These developments indicate extensive economic ties
between the two countries. Economic cooperation also continued to register positive and stable
trade relations, up to 2020 when the global COVID pandemic hit.5 Under the Duterte administration, China became the Philippines’ top trading partner from 2016 to 2019, with the US and
Japan closely behind.6
Aside from improving the country’s economic standing, the Duterte administration continues to
emphasize the need to mobilize against internal security threats. His administration has taken
a strong stance against illegal drugs, criminality, and insurrection.7 The third of the Philippine
government’s tripartite pillars of national security is dedicated to “the protection of properties,
infrastructures and keeping the people safe from all forms of threats, both here and abroad.”8
Of the 12 national security goals found in the Philippines’ National Security Strategy, nine are
aimed at internal security.9 Moreover, a recent study showed that the Philippine strategic community’s top three priority concerns for 2020 were internal security threats.10 The Philippine
national government and the strategic community’s focus on internal security threats generates
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a demand for expanding the country’s security capabilities portfolio, which includes expanding
the country’s security partnerships beyond its traditional ally, the US, and other partners such as
Japan and Australia.11
This PRIO Paper will explore Chinese security assistance to the Philippines and assess what this
means for the overall Philippines-China relationship. In particular, our study unpacks China’s
security assistance to the Philippines under the Duterte administration (2016–2020) and addresses several research gaps concerning Philippines-China security relations, including the points
of convergence and divergence in the relations and the current trajectory of their cooperation.
Despite the present Duterte administration’s strong inclination towards China as an economic
partner, this predilection does not extend to matters of national security and defense. While initial steps in security assistance have been taken between Beijing and Manila, the presence of the
Philippines’ traditional ally, the US, still drives the strategic calculations behind the Philippines’
policy toward the Philippines-China security partnership. Moreover, the ambiguity of China’s intentions in the realm of security assistance paradoxically portrays Beijing as both the Philippines’
emerging security partner and its main source of insecurity, particularly in the clash of maritime claims in the South China Sea (SCS). We thus conclude that while it is in the Philippines’
interest to make the most out of the US-China competition to reap investments and economic
gains, public concern with China has led to skepticism over Duterte’s advance to deepen ties with
Beijing. As our paper will show, China remains both an emerging security partner and a source
of great insecurity for the Philippines.
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2. Breadth of Philippines-China Security
Relations
Philippines-China security relations face constraints due to a history of strategic conflicts, affecting the trajectory of bilateral ties. This, however, did not preclude both governments from
economically engaging one another, and pre-COVID total trade volumes showed no indication of
dwindling economic relations (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Total trade volume between the Philippines and China, 2010–2019. Source: Philippine Statistics Authority, 202012

Official positions of both governments’ foreign ministries also acknowledged that contentious issues in the South China Sea “are not the sum total of China-Philippine relations and should not
exclude mutually beneficial cooperation in other fields.”13 To be sure, official statements do not
necessarily reflect the overall picture of the bilateral relationship. Philippines-China relations have
thus far been determined by asymmetrical geopolitical relations, particularly on the South China
Sea disputes.14 The Philippine Government’s options regarding China are constrained by two outcomes: zero-sum, where one country wins, and variable-sum calculations, where both countries
potentially benefit through mutual concessions.15 The Duterte administration continues to opt for
a cooperative foreign policy that will best ensure gains from China. But even this proves futile in
the face of SCS tensions as China continues to unilaterally raise the stakes in the area.16 The presence of Chinese maritime militia, for example, creates tensions through mere numbers alone.17

2.1. Prominent actors
The centralized nature of decision-making in China and Duterte’s penchant for strengthening
the national government in the Philippines allowed the two countries to interact more closely. In
the case of the Philippines, the President is the acknowledged chief architect of foreign policy.
Immediately after assuming office in 2016, President Duterte announced that the Philippines
would pursue an independent foreign policy. However, despite this pronouncement, there was
a noticeable shift of alignment towards China.18 In the case of China, on the other hand, some
key institutions are involved in the crafting and implementation of Chinese foreign policy in
the Philippines; these are: the Chinese Communist Party (CCP), the Chinese Foreign Affairs
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Ministry, the Central Military Commission (specifically the Southern Command), the People’s
Liberation Army (PLA), and the Chinese Embassy in the Philippines. These institutions work
closely to remain consistent with the aims and goals of the Chinese Politburo, mainly the Party
head and general secretary, Xi Jinping. However, this tight control over latitudes of government
agencies can only go so far.19
The distinguishing feature between the Philippines and China is the level of policy coordination between the upper echelons of policymakers and the implementers: In China the level of
cooperation is low, while in the Philippines it is high. This may be easily explained by the nature
of governance in both countries. The Philippines’ generally democratic and pluralistic system
allows room for inter-agency discussion regarding policy direction. While the conduct of foreign
policy is vested in the President, jurisdiction over matters of foreign relations fall within the jurisdictions of all three branches of the government.20 China’s system, on the other hand, makes
use of its centralized governance in conducting its foreign policy, allowing for closer coordination
of key actors wherever and whenever needed.21

2.2. Frameworks and factors for accepting Chinese security assistance
Unlike the Philippines-US alliance, security relations are a recent development in PhilippinesChina relations. As with most cooperative arrangements, frameworks must be identified to establish links between the pursuit of cooperation in foreign policy and domestic necessities. For
example, the circumstances surrounding the creation of the 1998 Visiting Forces Agreement between the Philippines and the US hinged on the 1951 Mutual Defense Treaty, which in turn was
created to generate strategic buffers against perceived regional threats.22
In much the same way, a framework for cooperation also emerged between the Philippines and
China, although under an entirely different set of premises. A foreign policy of cooperation with
China was pursued due to the persistence of strained bilateral relations following the Philippines’ request to establish an Arbitral Tribunal between itself and China after China took control
of Scarborough Shoal in 2012. Unlike the US, China’s partnership with the Philippines did not
hinge on any potential threats, but rather on cooperation and sustaining mutual trust.
On the one hand, the Duterte administration understood that making a rival out of the largest
regional economy would be disadvantageous to Philippine national interests. This may partly explain why President Duterte chose to temporarily set aside the 2016 Arbitral Tribunal award early
in his administration and, later on, limit policy options between peace and war, in preference of
the former.23 On the other hand, the Duterte administration’s BBB program was expensive and
required massive funding, which China was willing to provide through its official development
assistance (ODA).24 China has also recently expressed its support for the Duterte administration’s
infrastructure program.25
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In the realm of security and defense, China and the Philippines became defense partners
through an MoU on defense cooperation, signed on 8 November 2004 in Beijing.26 A 2018 Joint
Statement by the two governments affirms the coverage of this MoU in the areas of counterterrorism, humanitarian assistance and disaster relief (HADR), and peacekeeping operations.27
The MoU was observed under then President Benigno Aquino when both countries held the 4th
round of Defense and Security Talks in Beijing, only to be stalled due to tense relations in the
maritime sphere. The defense ministries of both countries also signed three military aid agreements in 2004, 2006, and 2009.28
The Philippines remains locked in a battle for internal security against extremists, especially the
Islamic insurgent group Abu Sayyaf, which operates in the southern Philippines. The Duterte
administration’s security portfolio further turned inward when the city of Marawi was besieged
in May 2017 by the Abu Sayyaf Group and other Islamic insurgents like the Maute.29 China gave
military aid to the Duterte administration to respond to the terrorist attack. President Duterte
controversially lauded China’s role of providing weapons during the siege as “crucial” and symbolically credited victory to China because of Chinese weapons transfers.30 It seems, however,
that the position of the President inflates the usefulness of China’s security assistance, a point
to which we return later in this paper. Later that year, defense and military dialogue was revived,
further opening doors for deeper security engagements.31

2.3. Objectives of Chinese security assistance to the Philippines
Concurrent with the goal of strengthening bilateral relations, the increase in security assistance
to the Philippines may be understood as a function of China’s foreign policy towards Southeast
Asia in general. China effectively uses its bilateral relations to advance its foreign policy objectives, knowing fully well that its regional policy towards the Association of Southeast Asian
Nations (ASEAN) is effective when Southeast Asian capitals are politically and economically engaged (see Figure 2).32
Through bilateral mechanisms, China has increased its security and defense commitment to the
Philippines. China has sought to improve bilateral relations through counterterrorism assistance
and technology transfers for HADR operations, as well as financing acquisitions and weapons
transfers for the Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP). In 2019, China helped sustain the AFP
modernization program by providing PhP1.98 billion (US$41 million) worth of engineering
equipment necessary for conducting improved HADR and military operations.33 Interviews conducted by the authors with defense officials from the Philippine Department of National Defense
(DND) suggest that China is regarded as a security partner that could positively contribute to the
Philippines’ defense capability and capacity, and hence, the DND continues to engage China in
this regard.
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Figure 2: China’s arms trade to Asia, 2008–2018 (in US$ million). Source: SIPRI, 2018. Accessed through CSIS China Power
Project

2.4. Extent of Chinese security assistance to the Philippines
The promise of economic support from China to the Philippines may have contributed to the
gradual addition of security-related commitments to the Duterte administration. This is a welcomed development, as the Philippines’ military expenditure is one of the lowest among ASEAN
countries (see Figure 3).34 However, these commitments are not limited to the military alone.
China’s security assistance is explicitly tied to its economic investments and is also found in four
critical areas: 1) counterterrorism, 2) peace and order, 3) strategic industries, and 4) maritime disputes resolution.
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3. Counterterrorism Initiatives
In the early years of the Duterte administration, China committed a total of US$14 million worth
of small firearms and fast boats to help President Duterte’s war on drugs and anti-terrorism efforts.35 In the wake of the 2017 Marawi City siege, China fast-tracked its commitment by providing counterterrorism support to the AFP ground troops. However, this was China’s last significant military assistance to date.
The Philippines received the first batch of military aid from China on 28 June 2017, with the following inclusions:36

• 3,000 units of rifles
• 5 million rounds of ammunition for rifles
• 90 units of sniper rifles
• 800,000 rounds of ammunition for sniper rifles
• 60 rocket-propelled grenades (RPGs)
• 5,000 rounds of RPG ammunition
• 4 light coastal boats.
The second batch of military aid arrived on 5 October 2017, with the following inclusions:37

• 3,000 units of MF rifles
• 3 million rounds of assorted ammunitions
• 30 units of sniper scopes.
The abovementioned second batch of donations comprises TY-85 7.62 mm sniper rifles; CS/LR4A
high precision rifles; and CQ-AG 5.56 automatic rifles.38 Despite President Duterte’s praise of China’s role in the AFP’s efforts during the 2017 Marawi siege, the AFP and DND would turn over these
rifles to the Philippine National Police (PNP). This was due to interoperability issues. According to
an interview with a senior Philippine diplomat, the Chinese doctrines and systems are not interoperable with the Philippines’, and this can be challenging on the ground. On 2 September 2020, AFP
Chief of Staff Gilbert Gapay stated that the Philippines would not abandon the US as its traditional
ally despite warm relations with China, signaling that those doctrines, systems, and equipment used
by the AFP will remain interoperable with traditional partners rather than with new ones.39
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Since 2004, the Philippines and China have had educational exchanges and training with one
another based on the MoU on defense cooperation. These include exchanges of visits, military
education and training, intelligence exchange, and cooperation on non-traditional security issues
such as peacekeeping and HADR operations.
These training programs – aimed at AFP and mid-ranking officers in law enforcement – preceded the Duterte administration. According to a senior Philippine diplomat, these were conducted
in various defense colleges across China, each specializing in key AFP branches (army, air force,
and navy and marines). Three training slots have been allotted per service branch, including additional ones for the Philippine Marines. Trainings for the Philippine Army and the Philippine
Marines are held in Beijing, whereas trainings for the Philippine Navy and the Philippine Air
Force are held in Nanjing.
China has fostered international cooperation and communication with the Philippines. Since
2016, the PNP has undergone 13 training sessions in law enforcement, transnational crime, policing, and counter-narcotics with China, involving 128 personnel from the National Operational
Support Units. 18 activities, involving 68 personnel, have also been held since 2016 on Chinese
language lessons, cultural programs, and exchanges. The Philippines has had an extensive history of sending exchange students to China. The acceptance of Chinese exchange students to the
Philippines, however, was a recent development under the Duterte administration.
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4. Safe Philippines Project
Alongside counterterrorism initiatives exports, China has likewise exported its surveillance
system design. In the context of counterterrorism in the Philippines, surveillance works significantly as a deterrent in rooting out internal insecurities, according to officials from the Department of the Interior and Local Government (DILG) and PNP who were interviewed for this study.
Trends driving China’s exports are related to 1) China’s growing geopolitical interests, 2) the
increasing market power of Chinese technology companies, and 3) the willingness of recipient
states to adopt Chinese surveillance technology.40 Surveillance technologies are often used for
policing and public security in conjunction with the use of notable technological innovations including, but not limited to, artificial intelligence, facial recognition technology, and concentration
of big data from various repositories.
China’s Safe City project in the Philippines is called “Safe Philippines” and involves a number of
features, including:

[a] data integration and analytics platform that supports one or more high-tech command-and-control centers. The platform collects, integrates, and analyzes data from
a wide range of sources, such as criminal records, other government databases, networked surveillance cameras, facial and license plate recognition applications, and other
sources.41
In November 2018, during Chinese President Xi Jinping’s state visit to the Philippines, 29 government-to-government MoUs were signed.42 One of these was the “Safe Philippines” project,
which sought to install approximately 12,000 units of CCTVs around Metro Manila and Davao
(US$ 396.8 million).43 Responding to fears of espionage by China, DILG Secretary Eduardo Año
contended that, on top of an improvement in public safety and quick response times, data protection would be ensured.44 Marikina City was the first in line to pilot the project, where 234 CCTVs
are expected to be installed in 80 predetermined areas.45 The project has since stalled due to the
pandemic.
Critics point out that China’s global surveillance exports are, in and of themselves, exporting
authoritarianism.46 The Philippine strategic community also raises concerns on the compatibility
of the Safe City project with key recipient countries like the Philippines. One retired AFP official
stressed that China is exporting illiberal policies in deterring crimes – an effort that takes lightly
the unseen forces driving crimes in the first place.47
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5. Strategic Infrastructure Projects
China’s Belt and Road Initiative projects are not only intended for transportation, delivery, and
logistics industry infrastructure, but also for specific industries which the Philippine defense
and strategic community deems as strategic, such as telecommunications and airports, and that
need immediate funding and financing. Two prime examples of Chinese assistance to Philippine
strategic infrastructures are the DITO Telecommunity and the now-defunct plan to build the
Sangley Airport in the province of Cavite by a Chinese company accused of reclamation activities
in the SCS.48
The Philippine strategic community was alarmed when DND Secretary Delfin Lorenzana announced that the government allowed China-backed DITO Telecommunity to proceed installing cell site towers within military encampments.49 Cell site towers comprise of antennae and
communications equipment needed for the functioning of cellular-enabled devices. The green
light came after Secretary Lorenzana approved the signing of the memorandum of agreement
(MoA) between the company and the AFP, which sought to install 1,300 sites within military
camps only where other telecommunication sites were already erected. 300 sites are now “live.”50
These agreements were criticized domestically as many contended that they increase the risk of
Chinese espionage.51 Secretary Lorenzana had to reassure the public that the DND and AFP sees
minimal risk of national security breach since the latter will have access to said sites.52
Another issue that caused public concern was the awarding of the bid to construct the Sangley
International Airport, a strategic base of operations for the Philippine Navy, to China Communications Construction Co. Ltd. (CCCC). This has now been called off by the provincial government of Cavite.53
Recently, the US blacklisted the CCCC for its role in militarizing key outposts in the SCS.54 One
analysis argues that:

The driver of the US-China competition in the South China Sea is all about sea control.
The US Navy’s FONOPS forays in the South China Sea are being conducted as a manifestation of its role as the guarantor of freedom of navigation of the global commons.
FONOPS are designed to “contest” Chinese assertion of sea control through the discredited “nine-dash line” narrative and mitigate against the presence of Chinese naval and
civilian fleets that are coercively employed against the coastal states around the South
China Sea.55
However, local authorities alleged that the company’s blacklisting by international financial institutions and other countries played no part in the decision and that the reason had been deficiencies in documentation necessary for the project to move forward.
While China continues to contribute security-related assistance, there is also constant pushback
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from the Philippine strategic community, which continues to raise the potential risks that might
arise from this assistance. One example is the Sangley Airport in Cavite, which is not an isolated
case. In 2019, the plans for Chinese takeover of Subic, former site of the US’ biggest overseas naval base, was also met with backlash from the Philippine defense establishment.56 This, among
other things, indicates a certain unwillingness within the strategic sector to compromise with
China on issues of national security. Handing CCP-backed Chinese companies the reins over the
improvement of a strategic asset of the Philippine Air Force and Philippine Navy was not wellreceived considering that Sangley Base protrudes out to the Manila Bay and serves as a strategic
buffer against threats coming from the west coast of the Philippines, generally from the expanse
of the South China Sea.
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6. South China Sea Collaborations
While both governments have maintained that disputes in the SCS do not represent the totality
of their bilateral relations, the maritime dispute is a major generator of political distrust within
the Philippine strategic community. This, in turn, fuels public disapproval of China along economic, political, and diplomatic lines. Cooperation, some argue, begins with trust. One government official noted that the persisting distrust between Beijing and Manila is the key reason why
defense cooperation has been limited. Fortunately, the two governments have found functional,
albeit limited, areas of cooperation.
The Bilateral Consultative Mechanism (BCM) on the South China Sea has allowed minimum
levels of cooperation between the two countries. This mechanism has provided the two sides the
opportunity to have candid and constructive exchanges on the issues surrounding the disputed
area, its limitations notwithstanding.57 Working groups have also been convened to cover a plethora of issues in the areas of political security, fisheries cooperation, marine scientific research,
and marine environmental protection.58 A senior government official involved in the negotiations
stated in an interview that the Philippines’ general policy with regards to the South China Sea
has been to hold on to what it has while recovering what was lost. Senior defense officials from
the DND stated that the Philippines will continue to affirm its outstanding positions through the
BCM and the Annual Defense and Security Talks. The most recent BCM, the sixth since 2015,
was held in May 2021.59
The potential joint exploration of oil and natural gas at Reed Bank in the SCS is also a major
development in the making.60 President Duterte’s lifting of the six-year moratorium on natural
resource exploration in October 2020 poses both an opportunity for deeper economic ties with
Beijing and a latent threat through potentially re-aligning the Philippines away from US strategic
ambit.61 A potential joint gas exploration with China also risks undermining the Philippines’ sovereign rights to the resources at Reed Bank under the United Nations Convention on the Law of
the Sea (UNCLOS).
While bilateral safeguards are in place to minimize frictions between Beijing and Manila, a potential catalyst for contentious relations remains in the yet to be concluded negotiations of the
Code of Conduct (COC) in the South China Sea. ASEAN and China signed the Declaration on
the Conduct of Parties in SCS (DOC-SCS) in 2002, but it has not been upheld in the intervening
years due to the escalation of Chinese activities in the disputed regions, much to the detriment of
other claimant states.62 Until a comprehensive COC is reached, one that instructs proper conduct
in the disputed region, claimant states will persist in a state of uncertainty, dispossessing the region of opportunities to bridge divergent interests.63 ASEAN aims to finalize a COC with China
by 2022.64
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7. Philippines-China Security Relations:
Feasibility and Future Trajectory
The discussion so far raises the question of China’s overall strategy in the Philippines. This policy paper has shown that both countries are flexible insofar as economic relations are concerned,
as was the case with the agreements reached by both governments between 2016 and 2019.65 It is
also implied that these purported economic gains include soft power considerations as well.66
Experts on the Chinese economy note that, generally, China has yet to see returned investments
on their soft power.67 Specifically, in the case of the Philippines, China’s soft power investments
have yet to translate into political gains on the part of the Philippine government. The Philippine
public remains skeptical of China as a major security partner (see Figure 4). Furthermore, Filipinos have indicated that responding to the territorial dispute in the SCS will require alliances (see
Figure 5).
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The Duterte administration and the Philippine security community continue to navigate through
this domestic factor when pursuing closer ties with China. Despite taking direct cues from President Duterte, the security community generally treats the “China factor” with great caution, imbuing almost all security engagement with China with some amount of suspicion.
The consensus in the Philippine defense establishment, according to an interview with retired
senior AFP officials, is to always “trust but verify” China. And while economic gains are welcomed by the Philippines, the pursuit of security ties with China raises the concern of interoperability and the risk of security breaches. The AFP welcomes the generally normalized ties with
China but finds issues on the same grounds. The present Philippine government’s pursuit of security ties with China is not likely to develop as long as Philippine security and law enforcement
sectors’ preference tilts towards its traditional ally, the US.
The US-China strategic competition in the Philippines is unlikely to falter in the coming
years, as both the US and China continue to pursue deeper bilateral relationships with the
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Philippines.70 This, however, raises the larger issue outside of China’s economic incentives – one
that the succeeding Philippine government will have to resolve: the disparity between China’s
security assistance to the Philippines and China as a source of insecurity for the Philippines. The present administration and the succeeding one must find common ground with the security sector
through a comprehensive reexamination of its national security policies, especially its policy towards China as a potential security partner. This must also be clearly communicated to the public to allay fears that have dominated the public discourse on China so far.
In 2020, the supply and demand for the above assistance have slowly shifted towards HADR operations as the global pandemic stunted the Philippines’ economic performance and social stability.
Some of the major Chinese security assistance programs to the Philippines have likewise been delayed due to the pandemic. Through China’s vaccine diplomacy, the pandemic may be an opportunity to improve Philippines-China relations. However, public support remains relatively weak, and the
finer details of China’s vaccine diplomacy are still met with doubt by medical front-liners themselves,
including doctors and nurses.71 As vaccine data remain unreleased, public scrutiny continues.72
Philippines-China relations are in need of ground-up approaches – from participants in the public discourse to security practitioners, to policymakers, and to the chief architect of Philippine
foreign policy. This subsequently means espousing a more collaborative relationship through an
official bilateral consultative mechanism regardless of Beijing’s behavior in the South China Sea,
while remaining steadfast in protecting the country’s national interests. As can be seen from the
reaction to the drastic introduction of President Duterte’s China strategy, abrupt policy changes
will be met with criticism from the public and important stakeholders. The sustained confidence
the Philippines’ Foreign and Defense Ministers have in the institutional support for the US as
the traditional ally is a strong signal from the Philippine Government as a whole.
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8. Conclusion
This PRIO Paper has explored China’s increased security assistance to the Philippines under the
Duterte administration. Although largely economic in nature, Chinese assistance to the Philippines is slowly seeing the inclusion of security contributions, particularly to counterterrorism,
strategic industries, and dispute resolution mechanisms. These contributions have significantly
developed and progressed since their respective agreements were signed but have now stalled
due to the global pandemic, among other factors. It is thus in the interest of China that the current approach of the Duterte administration should remain after the 2022 elections. For now, the
Philippines’ traditional alliance with the US continues to be at the core of the country’s security
strategy, and the progress of Philippines-China security cooperation remains limited.
While China does not explicitly aim to remove the Philippines from the US’ strategic ambit, it is
within its national interest to do so. Since China sees the critical role that the Philippines plays
in the US’ alliance system in Asia, it is likely that China will seek to increase its financial aid and
security assistance in the coming years despite internal pushback. Until China acknowledges the
Philippines’ UNCLOS-based rights, it will not gain much ground the same way it has in Cambodia, Laos, Brunei, and Thailand. Both the Philippines and China have maintained cordial ties in
other aspects of the bilateral relationship. Chief among these are diplomatic and economic cooperation. For these reasons, it is expected that US-China strategic competition will continue to affect the Philippines. It is in the Philippines’ interests to make the most out of this, should the US
and China competitively invest in Manila.
Duterte’s rapprochement with China and criticism of the US have been an attempt to move
away from the Philippines’ former colonial power, the USA. This attempt has stumbled, both
because the Philippines still needs US support to manage internal threats, and because of the
Philippines’ sovereign rights dispute with China in the South China Sea, notably on Reed Bank.
China, on its side, has mismanaged its relations with the Philippines because of its extravagant
maritime claims. If Beijing had been more flexible, recognized the Philippines’ sovereign rights
on Reed Bank, and provided more funding for Duterte’s favored infrastructure projects, it could
have dealt a blow to US-Philippines security cooperation and obtained greater support for China’s
positions in its rivalry with the US. Instead, despite the Duterte administration’s unilateral advance to deepen ties with China, these relations have mostly been met with skepticism both from
the public and the strategic community.
Better policy coordination is needed within the Philippine government as military and security
leaders still view the prospect of China as a security partner with suspicion. A certain level of
inertia continues to characterize the security relations between the Philippines and China due
to the recent history when China became a top security threat to the Philippines. These political and diplomatic inertias are now at a crossroad as the Philippines enters its election season.
The question of China has become an election issue for many of the presidentiables, making the
coming presidential elections of May 2022 one of the most consequential election to date. China,
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for most of its efforts, will need a Duterte-like strategy if it seeks to shape its image as Manila’s
alternative security partner. Be that as it may, the above appraisal of Chinese security assistance
in the Philippines still finds that China’s role is highly ambiguous, as the country is both an
emerging security partner and a source of great insecurity for the Philippines.
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Annex 1
2017 Government-to-government agreements between the Philippines and
China
November 15–16, 2017

1. Agreement on Economic and Technical Cooperation between the Government of the Republic of the Philippines and the People’s Republic of China
2. Memorandum of Understanding on Jointly Promoting the Second Basket of Key Infrastructure Projects Cooperation between the Department of Finance of the Republic of the
Philippines and the Ministry of Commerce of the Government of the People’s Republic of
China
3. Exchange of Letters on Project of Dangerous Drugs Abuse Treatment and Rehabilitation
Centers
4. Exchange of Letters on Project of Two Bridges Across Pasig River
5. Memorandum of Understanding for Cooperation on Industrial Parks Development between the Department of Trade and Industry of the Republic of the Philippines and the
Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China
6. Memorandum of Understanding on Jointly Promoting the Philippine National Railways
South Long Hall Project Cooperation between the Department of Transportation of the Republic of the Philippines and the Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China
7. Implementation Framework for the Memorandum of Understanding and Development of
Project List for Cooperation in Production Capacity and Investment between the National
Economic and Development Authority of the Republic of the Philippines and the National
Development and Reform Commission of the People’s Republic of China
8. Memorandum of Understanding between the Department of Environment and Natural
Resources of the Republic of the Philippines and the National Development and Reform
Commission of the People’s Republic of China Concerning the Provision of Goods for Addressing Climate Change
9. Memorandum of Understanding on Defense Industry Cooperation between the Department of National Defense of the Republic of the Philippines and the State Administration
of Science Technology Industry of the National Defense of the People’s Republic of China
10. Memorandum of Understanding between the Intellectual Property Office of the Philippines and the State Intellectual Property of the People’s Republic of China on Cooperation
in the Field of Intellectual Property
11. Memorandum of Understanding between the National Youth Commission and the AllChina Youth Federation on Strengthening Youth Cooperation
12. The Financing Cooperation Agreement on Chico River Pump Irrigation Project and New
Centennial Water Source-Kaliwa Dam Project between the Government of the Republic of
23

the Philippines represented by the Department of Finance and the Export-Import Bank of
China
13. The Republic of the Philippines 2017 Renminbi Bond Issuance Underwriting Agreement
14. Memorandum of Understanding between the Bases Conversion and Development Authority and China Development Bank
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Annex 2
April 2018 Government-to-government agreements between the Philippines
and China
April 8–11, 2018

1. Agreement on Economic and Technical Cooperation between the Government of the Republic of the Philippines and the Government of the People’s Republic of China
2. Exchange of Letters on the Phase III of the Technical Cooperation Project for the FilipinoSino Center for Agricultural Technology
3. Exchange of Letters for the Pre-Feasibility Study of the Proposed Davao City Expressway
Project
4. Exchange Letter for Broadcasting Equipment to the Presidential Communications Operations Office of the Philippines
5. Memorandum of Understanding on the Employment of Filipino Teachers of English Language in China
6. Preferential Buyer’s Credit Loan Agreement on the Chico River Pump Irrigation Project
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Annex 3
November 2018 Government-to-government agreements between the
Philippines and China
November 20–21, 2018

1. Memorandum of understanding on cooperation on the Belt and Road Initiative
2. Memorandum of understanding on cooperation on oil and gas development between the
Philippines and China
3. Memorandum of understanding between the Foreign Service Institute of the Philippines
and the China Foreign Affairs University
4. Executive program of the cultural agreement between the governments of the Philippines
and China for 2019 to 2023
5. Memorandum of understanding on basic education cooperation between the Department
of Education and China’s Ministry of Education
6. Memorandum of understanding between the Department of Information and Communication Technology and Ministry of Industry and Information Technology of China
7. Memorandum of understanding between the Cooperative Development Authority of the
Philippines and Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs of China on strengthening the
building of agricultural cooperatives
8. Infrastructure cooperation program between the Philippines and China
9. Program for cooperation on industrial parks development between the Philippines and
China
10. Handover certificate of emergency humanitarian cash assistance between the Philippines
and China
11. Memorandum of understanding on jointly promoting the cooperation in key infrastructure
projects in Davao region between the Philippines’ Department of Finance and Ministry of
Commerce of China
12. Handover of certificate of humanitarian cash assistance between the governments of Philippines and China
13. Implementation agreement of the feasibility study for Davao City Expressway project
14. Implementation agreement of feasibility study for Panay-Guimaras-Negros islands bridges
project
15. Memorandum of understanding on renminbi clearing arrangement
16. Protocol for phytosanitary requirement for export of fresh young coconuts from the Philippines to China between the Department of Agriculture of the Philippines and the General
Administration of Customs of China and phytosanitary requirements for export of frozen
fruits from the Philippines to China
17. Agreement on economic and technical cooperation between the governments of the Philip26

pines and China
18. Memorandum of understanding on supporting feasibility study of nature projects between
the Department of Finance and China International Development Cooperation Agency
19. Exchange of letters on project of container inspection equipment
20. Exchange of letters on project of Davao River Bridge Project
21. Exchange of letters on China-aided bridge and road project in Marawi
22. Memorandum of understanding on panda bonds issuance
23. Loan agreement on New Centennial Water Source Kaliwa Dam Project
24. Commercial contract of Safe Philippines Project Phase 1
25. Commercial contract of the New Centennial Water Source Kaliwa Dam Project
26. Framework agreement for industrial park between the Bases Conversion and Development
Authority and Gezhouba
27. Contract for the project management consultancy of the Philippine National South Longhaul Project North-South Railway Project
28. Letter of no objection to the organization of renminbi-Philippine peso foreign exchange
trading market
29. Certificate of authority to operate for the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China Limited
Manila branch
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Annex 4
August 2019 Government-to-government agreements between the Philippines
and China
August 28–29, 2019

1. Memorandum of Understanding on Higher Education Cooperation between the Commission on Higher Education (Philippines) and Ministry of Education (China)
2. Memorandum of Understanding on Science and Technology Cooperation between the
Department of Science and Technology (Philippines) and the Ministry of Science and Technology (China)
3. Cooperative Arrangement between the Bureau of Customs, Department of Finance (Philippines) and the General Administration of Customs (China), and the implementation of the
Intergovernmental Agreement Regarding Cooperation and Mutual Assistance in Customs
Matters
4. Implementation Contract on Project of China-Aid Container Inspection Equipment between the Bureau of Customs (Philippines) and Ministry of Commerce (China)
5. Exchange of Notes on Cooperation Procedure for the Availment and Utilization of Concessional Loan under a Renminbi-denominated Loan Facility between the Department of
Finance (Philippines) and China International Development Cooperation Agency
6. Preferential Buyer’s Credit Loan Agreement of Project Management Consultancy of the
Philippine National Railways (PNR) South Long Haul Project between the Department of
Finance and Export-Import Bank of China
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An Appraisal of Philippines-China
Security Relations under the Duterte
Administration (2016–2020)
Philippines-China relations
under President Rodrigo
Duterte’s administration
continue to take center
stage in Philippine public
discourse. Since 2016, the
Philippine government has
undertaken efforts to improve
relations with China. Based
on interviews with members
of the Philippine security
community and government, this paper unpacks
China’s security assistance
to the Philippines under the
Duterte administration in
the period 2016–2020 and

addresses several research
gaps concerning PhilippinesChina security relations,
including the points of
convergence and divergence
in the relations and the
current trajectory of their
cooperation. In particular, the
paper explores PhilippinesChina security cooperation in
1) counterterrorism, 2) public
safety, 3) strategic infrastructure, and 4) the South
China Sea. Despite Beijing’s
posturing as a potential
security guarantor, it remains
the Philippines’ top source
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of external insecurity, thus
leading to a limited and
cautious cooperation.
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